About the new Bally Home Computer

This is the story of an incredible product. So incredible that we know of no future consumer product that will have such a far-reaching technological impact on society.

The Bally Home Computer is a small console unit that resembles a programmable TV game but whose computing capabilities resemble that of the IBM 5100 currently selling for $10,000. This calculating power and its present and future programs will provide more convenience and benefits than any other recent electronic product.

ELECTRONIC PRINTING CALCULATOR

Imagine the computer as a printing calculator with ten separate memories. You enter the data on the unit’s keyboard, but instead of a paper tape, you use your TV screen to scroll out the answers similar to the credits on a movie screen. You can balance your checkbook and then double check your calculations by scrolling back to your first entry. By comparison, an electronic calculator with ten memories alone would cost what this entire computer costs—but there’s much more.

A CHALLENGING TOOL

With currently available educational cassettes and educational cassettes soon to be introduced, the Bally Home Computer becomes a challenging teaching tool. Each cassette program is automatically adjusted by the computer to the user’s learning level. In fact, the computer continually adjusts to a level slightly better than the level indicated by the user’s responses. The educational programs, therefore, remain a challenge no matter how good the user becomes. Psychologists who helped design some of the educational programs feel they should stimulate learning and improve grades.

FUN AND ACTION ARCADE GAMES

Three of Bally’s most popular arcade games already built into the Bally Home Computer/Video Game are: 1) Gun Fight, in which two cowboys shoot at each other around cactus, covered wagons and other obstacles; 2) Checkmate, a one to four player game in which you build walls around your opponent to win; and, 3) Scribbling, a one to four player game that utilizes the pistol grip to doodle different designs on your TV screen (in color with a color set).

Other popular arcade games, available at extra cost in the form of Videocade cassettes to play on your TV screen, include Baseball, Paddleball, Sea Wolf, Red Baron, Panzer Attack (similar to Tank) and dozens more. These same games cost arcade owners up to $2,000 each.

MORE VALUE PER FEATURE

Let’s quickly review the features—an electronic printing calculator with ten memories, a teaching machine that adjusts to your child’s learning level and an arcade center that replaces about $10,000 worth of electronic arcade games with just a few cartridges. Use any of these features and you could justify buying this unit—but there’s plenty more.
With all its sophistication, the Bally Home Computer was designed to keep current with advancing computer technology no matter how sophisticated the development. Bally has provisions in its present system for expansion modules. These devices will permit you to: 1) draw directly on your TV screen with ansynthesizer, 3) record your personal belongings and their value for security purposes and add or delete items while keeping the list intact, 4) record all your phone numbers and then use the system to dial those numbers on your telephone, 5) play chess on the phone with another player and be able to see all the moves on your TV screen.


